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A B S T R A C T   

Extrusion-based bioprinting has demonstrated significant potential for manufacturing constructs, particularly for 
3D cell culture. However, there is a greatly limited number of bioink candidates exploited with extrusion-based 
bioprinting, as they meet the opposing requirements for printability with indispensable rheological features and 
for biochemical functionality with desirable microenvironment. In this study, a blend of silk fibroin (SF) and iota- 
carrageenan (CG) was chosen as a cell-friendly printable material. The SF/CG ink exhibited suitable viscosity and 
shear-thinning properties, coupled with the rapid sol-gel transition of CG. By employing photo-crosslinking of SF, 
the printability with Pr value close to 1 and structural integrity of the 3D constructs were significantly improved 
within a matter of seconds. The printed constructs demonstrated a Young’s modulus of approximately 250 kPa, 
making them suitable for keratinocyte and myoblast cell culture. Furthermore, the high cell adhesiveness and 
viability (maximum >98%) of the loaded cells underscored the considerable potential of this 3D culture scaffold 
applied for skin and muscle tissues, which can be easily manipulated using an extrusion-based bioprinter.   

1. Introduction 

Three-dimensional (3D) printing is a cutting-edge technology that 
enables the layer-by-layer creation of prototypes based on computer- 
aided design (CAD) models. This technique has found widespread 
adoption across various industries such as automotive, textile, food 
manufacturing, and medical applications, dating back to the 1980s [1, 
2]. In the field of medical applications, particularly in the early stages, 
inorganic materials, metals, and ceramics have been utilized for dental 
restorations and prosthetic supplies [3,4]. However, as the demand for 
scaffolds for both soft and rigid tissues has grown, synthetic polymers 
such as poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG), poly 
lactic acid (PLA), and polyurethane (PU) have emerged as promising 
materials due to their adjustable mechanical properties, high structural 
integrity, and controllable degradability [5,6]. The use of organic 3D ink 
has enabled the creation of tunable topologies with high reproducibility, 
resulting in the precise replication of 3D microenvironments [7,8]. 
When the 3D printing technique is applied directly to biomaterials 
containing biomolecules and/or living cells (collectively referred to as 
bioink), it is more specifically referred to as 3D ‘bio’printing [9,10]. 

In addition to cell embedding, achieving appropriate mechanical 
properties comparable to native skin is essential for scaffolds. The 
modulus of the material plays a critical role in regulating cell attachment 
and spreading [11]. By being able to adjust the mechanical properties of 
the scaffold more easily and accurately, it becomes possible to customize 
the cellular environment to match specific tissue requirements. 
Furthermore, aging and disease can lead to alterations in the mechanical 
integrity of the matrix composition, making the tunability of polymeric 
networks a highly significant requirement [12–14]. 

Among the various bioprinting techniques, extrusion-based printing, 
dispensing ink materials through the nozzle by physical force (e.g., 
piston or metal screw) and pneumatic pressure is one of the most 
extensively used modality. It is due to its cost-effectiveness, ability to 
fabricate human scale-tissue into millimeter size, multiple solidification 
methods, and wide range of biomaterials with high cell densities (e.g., 
>1 × 106 cells/mL or even spheroids) [15–18]. Even if it has a lower 
printing resolution (>100 μm) than other methods (laser-based or inkjet 
printing), it has surmounted select the suitable ink materials which have 
appropriate rheological properties (i.e., enough viscosity, shear thinning 
properties, and yield stress) and rapid sol-gel transition [17–19]. 
Moreover, there is a greatly limited number of bioink candidates 
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exploited with extrusion-based bioprinting, as they meet the opposing 
requirements for printability with indispensable rheological features 
and for biochemical functionality with desirable microenvironment [8]. 
Less than 10% of synthetic polymers have been suitable for application 
in 3D artificial tissue/organ scaffolds, hindering direct printing with live 
cells due to their harsh printing conditions (use of toxic solvents and 
higher melting points and pressure), difficulty to encapsulate cells, lack 
of biological characteristics found in natural extracellular matrix (ECM) 
[12]. 

Natural polymers, including proteins and polysaccharides such as 
alginate, gelatin, collagen, silk, chitosan, and cellulose, offer a promising 
alternative in bioprinting due to their excellent biodegradability and 
ability to recruit cells on the ECM [20]. However, this paper addresses 
the existing limitations related to the inadequate printability of natural 
polymers and their low structural durability [11,20]. To overcome these 
challenges, dual-crosslinking strategies are proposed and discussed 
below, presenting a potential solution to these issues. 

Light-activated photocrosslinking has gained significant attention as 
a promising method in bioprinting, primarily due to its non-invasive 
nature and the ability to achieve rapid gelation by forming chemical 
bonds within and between molecules. This technique offers convenient 
control over parameters such as light intensity, irradiation distance, and 
exposure time [21]. In this study, silk fibroin (SF), an FDA-approved 
natural protein derived from bombyx mori, was utilized as the 3D scaf-
fold backbone, with tyrosines serving as the light-reactive moieties. A 
key advantage of this approach is that it eliminates the need for addi-
tional processes to introduce photo-activated functional residues (e.g., 
methacryloyl), thus avoiding any potential reduction in the bioactivity 
of pristine SF [13,22]. The rapid gelation process, completed within 
seconds, not only improves printability but also facilitates effective cell 
encapsulation by circumventing harsh printing conditions. 

Furthermore, to address the issue of shrinkage, iota-carrageenan 
(CG), a negatively charged sulfonated polysaccharide extracted from 
red algae, was incorporated with SF [23]. The inclusion of CG not only 
helps overcome the problem of shrinkage but also enhances the 
thermo-responsive gelling capacity of the bioink through the ionotropic 
gelation mechanism. This results in notable changes in the rheological 
properties of the bioink, including the desirable shear-thinning 
behavior. Moreover, innate hydrophilicity, swellability and resem-
blance with native glycosaminoglycans of CG allows the 3D constructs 
with hydrated microenvironments and proper surface wettability, 
leading to enhance cell adhesion and proliferation [24]. 

In this study, the SF/CG bioink specifically designed for extrusion- 
based bioprinting, aiming to determine its effectiveness in reconciling 
conflicting requirements. The bioink exhibited superior printability with 

maintaining the necessary rheological properties. Also, its creates 
microenvironment conducive to desired cellular behavior. The fabri-
cating complex 3D structures closely resemble native tissues, ensuring 
high shape fidelity. The ultimate goal of this evaluation was to assess the 
applicability of the SF/CG bioink in tissue regeneration applications. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Silk fibroin (SF) extraction 

The raw silk cocoons (Bombyx mori, Uljin silk farm, Korea) were cut 
into small pieces and degummed two times with 0.3 mM sodium oleate 
(Junsei, Japan) and 0.5 mM sodium carbonate (OCI, Korea) solution at 
103◦C for 40 min. Remnant salt was removed by boiling silk in distilled 
water twice at 100◦C for 20 min [25,26]. The obtained silk fibroin (SF) 
was rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and dried in a fume hood at 
room temperature for two days. Dried SF was dissolved in a ternary 
solvent consisting of calcium chloride (Samchun, Korea), distilled water, 
and ethyl alcohol (Duksan, Korea) with the molar ratio of 1:8:2. The 
reaction was continued at 91◦C for 3 h. The dialysis was performed with 
a cellulose membrane tube (MWCO: 12–14 kDa) against distilled water. 
The distilled water was exchanged seven times every 5 h for 3 days at 
room temperature. The clear supernatant was collected after centrifu-
gation (9000 rpm for 10 min) and lyophilized (FD8508, IlShinBioBase, 
Korea). The SF powder was vacuum-packed for long-term preservation. 

2.2. SF/CG bioink preparation 

The SF and iota-carrageenan (CG) (Sigma Aldrich, USA) were 
dehydrated in the oven at 50◦C for 10 min. Both were dissolved in PBS 
(pH 7.4) for 20% (w/w) SF and 1–3% (w/w) CG. The SF/CG bioink 
combinations are as follows: SF95CG5, SF91CG9 and SF87CG13 (sole 
silk for SF100). 1 mM Rubpy (Tris(2,2-bipyridyl) dichlororuthenium(II) 
hexahydrate), Sigma Aldrich, USA) and 50 mM sodium persulfate (SPS, 
Samchun, Korea) were added to the ink solutions. The ink solutions were 
incubated at 60◦C for 3 min to completely dissolve the CG. After cooling 
to 37◦C, HaCaT and C2C12 cells were incorporated into SF/CG ink so-
lutions at 1 × 106 cells/ml to form cell-laden bioinks. SF/CG bioink were 
equilibrated at room temperature for 5 min before printing to achieve 
complete viscosity and rheological properties. 

2.3. 3D printer parameter settings and optimization 

The extrusion-based printer (INVIVO, Rokit, Korea) was redesigned 
for light-induced 3D printing. The LED light (420–480 nm, 2000–2500 
mW/cm2, T-king, USA) was equipped besides the nozzle, masked by 
black shield. The extruder setting temperature (25◦C, 40◦C, and 65◦C), 
extrusion speed (1 mm/s, 3 mm/s, 5 mm/s, 7 mm/s) and nozzles gauge 
(23 G, 25 G and 27 G) were tested to have reproducible streaks. 
Computer-aided design (CAD) software (NewcreatorK, Rokit, Korea) 
and Image J (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) were 
used for constructs design and image analysis, respectively. 

To determine the optimal printing parameters, both spreading ratio 
[27] and printability index (Pr) [28] were evaluated using the following 
equations (1) and (2) respectively from the printed bioink with 0/90◦

pattern at varied parameters (ink formulation, extrusion speed, nozzle 
gauge and infill ratio), where L is the perimeter and A is the area of pore. 

Spreading ratio=Printed needle diameter/Needle diameter (1)  

Pr = L2/16A (2) 

Shape fidelity was calculated as below equation (3) [29], assuming 
that volumetric comparison between 3D virtual model and printed 
scaffolds could be extracted from dimensions in all directions (top, side, 
and front). 

Abbreviation 

3D Three-dimensional 
CAD Computer-aided design 
CG Carrageenan 
ECM Extracellular matrix 
LVER Linear viscoelastic region 
PBS Phosphate-buffered saline 
PCL: Poly(ε-caprolactone) 
PEG Poly(ethylene) glycol 
PLA Poly lactic acid 
Pr Printability index 
PU Polyurethane 
Rubpy Tris(2,2-bipyridyl) dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate 
SEM Scanning electron microscopy 
SF Silk fibroin 
SPS Sodium persulfate  
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Shape fidelity=
(
Areaprinted

/
Areavirtual

)3/2 (3)  

2.4. Mechanical property analysis of SF/CG 3D construct 

The SF/CG bioink was photo-crosslinked in Teflon mold (20 mm × 5 
mm) and was irradiated 450 nm blue ray for 30 s. The gel was immersed 
in distilled water for 1 h for swollen equilibrium networks. The tensile 
properties of hydrogels were carried out with a universal testing ma-
chine (34SC-1, INSTRON, USA). The operation distance between grips 
was 10 mm and crosshead speed was set by 5 mm/min. The thickness of 
hydrogels was measured using a digimatic micrometer (MDC-25SX, 
Mitutoyo Corporation, Japan). Tensile stress (kPa), strain (mm/mm) 
and stiffness modulus (kPa) were derived from the stress-strain curves 
obtained by the tensile test. 

2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The 3D constructs were sputter-coated (Turbo Pumped Sputter 
Coater Q 150T, Quorum, UK) with platinum at 20 mA for 120 s. The 
image was acquired by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-4300SE, 
HITACHI, Korea) with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and 300 ×
magnificent. 50 pores in each sample were selected randomly and 
microscopic pore size was calculated with Image J. 

2.6. Swelling ratio calculation 

The SF and SF/CG hydrogels (miw) were freeze-dried (mid) and 
incubated in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37◦C for a day. The swollen hydrogels (ms) 
were freeze-dried (md) again, and weights of hydrogels in each step 
(miw, mid, ms, md) were recorded. The swelling ratio (q) were calculated 
as follows (4) [30]. 

Swelling ratio q=ms/md (4)  

2.7. Contact angle measurement 

Water drop contact angles were examined by using a contact angle 
goniometer (Phoenix 300 touch, Surface Electro Optics Co., Korea) 
equipped with Surfaceware 9 (Surface Electro Optics Co., Korea). 10 μl 
water droplet was deposited onto flat surface of SF100, SF95CG5, 
SF91CG9 and SF87CG13 constructs. The contact angle was estimated by 
using image J. 

2.8. Rheological property analysis of SF/CG 3D bioink 

To analyze the dynamic viscoelasticity of the bioink varying ratio of 
SF/CG (SF100, SF95CG5, SF91CG9 and SF87CG13), oscillatory mea-
surements were performed using a rheometer (DHR-1, TA instruments, 
USA) with cone-shape (2◦, 20 mm diameter) geometry and a gap of 58 
μm. The linear viscoelastic region (LVER) and yield strain were deter-
mined by strain sweep tests ranging from 0.1% to 100 % strain at an 
oscillation frequency of 1 rad/s. The viscoelastic values of modulus (G′, 
G″) were obtained from frequency sweep tests ranging from 0.1 rad/s to 
100 rad/s at 1% strain. 

2.9. Viscosity measurement of SF/CG bioink 

SF95CG5, SF91CG9, and SF87CG13 bioinks were incubated at 60◦C 
with agitation for 5 min. The samples were then cooled to 25◦C and 
placed in a viscometer (DV2TRVCP, Brookfield, USA), equipped with a 
cone-shape spindle (CPA-52Z, Brookfield, USA). The shear stress and 
viscosity of each SF95CG5, SF91CG9, and SF87CG13 bioink were 
measured under different rotation speeds ranging from 0.2 s− 1–100 s− 1. 
The measurements were obtained for 30 s at 25◦C and 40◦C, respec-
tively, for 30 s, and each measurement was replicated three times. 

2.10. Cell proliferation and viability test 

The 1 × 103 human keratinocyte HaCaT and mouse myoblast C2C12 
cells (kindly provided by K.J. Kim at Inha University, Korea) were 
attached to the cylindrical-shaped SF/CG hydrogel (7 mm diameter × 2 
mm height) at 37◦C in 5% CO2 incubator. The HaCaT cells were cultured 
with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium/high glucose (DMEM, Gibco, 
USA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, 
USA) and penicillin/streptomycin (HyClone, USA). The cell prolifera-
tion was determined using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8, Dojindo, Japan), 
followed by the manufacturer’s instructions. The absorbance at 450 nm 
was measured using a microplate absorbance spectrophotometer 
(EPOCH2, BioTek, Korea). 

Cell viability in the 3D cell-laden constructs was investigated using 
LIVE/DEAD™ Viability/Cytotoxicity kit (Invitrogen, USA) according to 
the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, the 1 × 106 HaCaT and C2C12 cell- 
laden bioinks (SF100 and SF91CG9) were extruded as droplets in 96 well 
plates. Those were also printed as multi-layer lattice with 10 × 10 mm 
dimension). All these cell-laden constructs were photo-crosslinked for 
30-sec irradiation, followed by SPS/Rubpy removal (washing for 5 min, 
three times). After incubation, scaffolds at day 3 were rinsed and stained 
with 1 μM Calcein AM and 2 μM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) 
diluted in DPBS (Gibco, USA) for 40 min (37◦C, 5% CO2). The digital 
imaging system (CELENA S, Logos Biosystems, Korea) were used for z- 
stack fluorescence images. From the obtained images, cell viability was 
calculated using Image J as follows (5) [31,32]. 

Cell viability (%)= [Live cells / (Live cells+Dead cells)] × 100 (5)  

2.11. Degradation test 

The SF/CG bioink (7 mm × 2.4 mm) was crosslinked in a cylinder 
plastic mold for 30-sec irradiation. The cylinder constructs placed in 24 
well plates with pH 7.4 PBS containing with or without 0.001 units/ml 
of protease XIV (Streptomyces griseus, Sigma Aldrich). The immersed 
samples were taken out at predetermined time intervals, wiped super-
ficially with kimwipes, weighed, and placed again in the well with fresh 
solution. The solution was replaced every two days after measurements. 

Weight loss was calculated using the equation (6) [33]. The experi-
ment was conducted triplicated (n =3) under identical conditions. 

Weight loss (%)= [(W0 − W1) /W0]x 100 (6) 

W0: initial weight of the hydrogel. 
W1: final weight of the hydrogel each interval. 

2.12. Carbohydrate (CG) quantification 

The phenol-sulfuric acid assay was performed to quantify released 
carrageenan from SF/CG 3D constructs. A SF/CG 3D constructs (cylinder 
type, 10 mm × 3 mm) were immersed in PBS and incubated at 60◦C and 
37◦C for 5 weeks, respectively. The released SF and CG were collected 
every 3 days, and replaced by PBS. The absorbance of each solution was 
measured at 490 nm and compared with a D-(+)-glucose (Dextrose, MB 
Cell, Korea) standard curve. 

2.13. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis 

The intermolecular interaction of SF/CG constructs was analyzed 
using the FT-IR (VERTEX 80V, Bruker). Performed samples (SF100, 
SF95CG5, SF91CG9, SF87CG13, and CG100) were combined with KBr, 
then pressed into disc molds to be prepared for the analysis. The ab-
sorption spectra were recorded by 64 scans with a resolution of 4 cm− 1 

within the wavenumber range of 400 cm− 1 and 4000 cm− 1. 
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2.14. Statistical analysis 

Statistical significance was analyzed by paired Student’s t-test using 
SigmaPlot Software (Systat Software Inc., USA). Differences with p- 
values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant (*: P 
<0.05, **: P <0.01, ***: P <0.001). 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Photo-crosslinkable and temperature-responsible SF/CG bioink 

The natural fibrous protein silk fibroin (SF) is highly valued in bio- 
scaffold applications due to its robust mechanical properties attributed 
to its crystalline beta-sheet structure [34]. However, the solubilization 
of high molecular weight SF has been challenging as it typically requires 
acidic or alkaline solvents, limiting its compatibility with cell encapsu-
lation [35,36]. To address this, we enzymatically cleaved SF into smaller 
fragments ranging from 45 to 100 kDa, enabling its solubilization in 
ambient temperature and pH conditions, such as phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS). The resulting PBS-soluble silk offers a distinct advantage 
for encapsulating various biological factors or mammalian cells while 
maintaining high cell viability under mild printing conditions [37]. 
However, utilizing solely SF as a protein-based ink for cell encapsulation 
presents certain limitations, such as aggregation-induced clogging of 
printing nozzles during extrusion and shrinkage issues in 3D structural 
constructs due to its low viscosity and inadequate rheological properties 
[16,38]. Here, dual-crosslinking strategy attempted to meet the re-
quirements in printability and physical/mechanical/biological proper-
ties for 3D printed construct (Fig. 1). 

To enable the use of PBS-soluble silk ink in extrusion-based 3D 
printing, two crosslinking strategies were considered. The first strategy 
involved tyrosine-tyrosine photo-crosslinking, a widely utilized method 
in tyrosine-rich native proteins that require robust mechanical charac-
teristics, such as resilin in fleas or wing tendons from adult dragonflies 
[39]. The tyrosine occupies 4.98 mol% of whole amino acids in silk, 
which was sufficient to provoke gelation within a few seconds [40,41]. 
This dityrosine-based photo-crosslinking approach offers several ad-
vantages, including the avoidance of UV-induced genetic damage to 
encapsulated cells, rapid gelation in just a few seconds at low initiator 
concentrations, and the ability to penetrate deep tissue layers (around 
250 μm up to 2 mm deep tissue) with visible light (400–450 nm) acti-
vation [42,43]. Furthermore, this visible light-activated crosslinking 
system enables the efficient stacking of laminated protein solutions in 
the extrusion-based printer, ensuring the structural integrity of 
self-standing 3D constructs with excellent resolution [44–47]. 

The second crosslinking strategy involved temperature-assisted 
physical crosslinking. Unlike other 3D printing methods, extrusion- 
based printing requires shear-thinning properties and a minimum vis-
cosity of 30 mPa s for the ink [48]. To achieve this, iota-carrageenan 
(CG) was incorporated as a viscosity enhancer and 
temperature-responsive material. CG undergoes a reversible transition 
from an ordered helix conformation to a disordered random coil 
conformation at around 60◦C [49]. This sol-gel transition of CG allowed 
for increased viscosity in SF/CG blends, resulting in improved printing 
accuracy with reduced initial filament diffusion. Additionally, it 
endowed the bioink with desirable rheological properties, such as 
shear-thinning behavior, relieving the stress on encapsulated cells dur-
ing extrusion in response to shear forces at the nozzle orifice (Fig. S1) 
[50]. Furthermore, the incorporation of CG facilitated the homogeneous 
distribution of cells in self-standing layers, ensuring good fidelity in the 
printed constructs [48,51]. 

3.2. Mechanical properties of 3D constructs 

The physical characteristics of a 3D construct, such as surface 
charge/wettability, swellability, pore size, and inter-porosity, play a 
crucial role in governing cell interactions within scaffolds. These char-
acteristics have significant implications for cell-specific migration, 
initial adhesion, morphology, and the diffusion coefficient of bioactive 
molecules, including nutrients, growth factors, and cell-secreted wastes 
[52–54]. The physical properties of a 3D construct are strongly influ-
enced by the network density, which can be enhanced by employing 
longer polymer chains (higher molecular weight) or generating a higher 
number of crosslink junctions, leading to a denser material structure 
[55]. 

As depicted in Fig. 2A, the SF87CG13 construct exhibited approxi-
mately 1.8-fold higher water absorption compared to SF alone. The 
degree of swelling varied among the different groups as the amount of 
CG increased. This suggests that while covalent crosslinks occur exclu-
sively with SF, the physically attached CG enhances the expansion of the 
network through its water-absorption properties. 

The surface hydrophilicity of 3D constructs, plays a significant role in 
promoting cell adhesion and growth [56,57]. The wettability of 
hydrogel surfaces influences the cell types, conformation, and binding 
interactions of proteins absorbed from the culture media, which further 
impact cell attachment [58]. For instance, fibroblast adhesion is maxi-
mized on surfaces with a contact angle ranging from 60◦ to 80◦ [58,59]. 
In the case of our constructs, SF87CG13, SF91CG9, and SF95CG5 
exhibited contact angles of 64.6◦ ± 1.4◦, 69.1◦ ± 1.0◦ and 75.5◦ ± 1.7◦

(Fig. 2B). In contrast, SF100 was relatively hydrophobic with a contact 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the printing process of SF/CG bioink.  
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Fig. 2. Physical properties of SF/CG constructs. (A) Swelling ratio and (B) contact angle measurement of 3D construct surface. (C) Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) images of cross-section and (D) the pore size distribution. (E) Photographs of tensile test process, (F) tensile stress-strain curves and (G) stiffness modulus of 3D 
constructs (SF100, SF95CG5, SF91CG9 and SF87CG13). (H) Schematic representation of stiffness modulus of different human tissues [74]. All error bars represent 
the standard deviations (n =7) with statistical significance (*p <0.05, **p <0.01, and ***p <0.005). Scale bars indicate 1 mm in (B) and 100 μm in (C). 
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angle value of 88.2◦ ± 1.4◦. This can be attributed to the presence of two 
sulfate groups per repeating unit (two galactose molecules) in 
iota-carrageenan (iota-CG), which provide a more hydrophilic surface to 
the 3D constructs [60]. These findings demonstrate that iota-CG serves 
as a suitable material to enhance the surface hydrophilicity of the con-
structs, thus improving cell adhesion. 

The pore size and its distribution within hydrogels significantly in-
fluence the viability of encapsulated cells [61]. Optimal pore sizes have 
been reported for various applications, including neovascularization (5 
μm), fibroblast ingrowth (5–15 μm), hepatocytes ingrowth (20 μm), 
adult mammalian skin (20–125 μm), osteoblast regeneration for 
mineralized bone (100–200 μm), osteoid ingrowth (40–100 μm), and 
rapid vascularization (500 μm) [62,63]. Specifically, for tissue devel-
opment, a pore size range of 90–110 μm is considered adequate to 
support angiogenesis and the growth of new blood vessels, ensuring the 
supply of nutrients and oxygen. Pore sizes of 20–125 μm pores are 
necessary to facilitate migration of dermal and epidermal cells for skin 
regeneration [52,64,65]. Fig. 2C and D show the pore size distribution of 
various SF/CG constructs. The pore size distribution of pure SF is pri-
marily below 50 μm, while the SF/CG constructs exhibit larger pore sizes 
in the range of 51–150 μm, with maximum pore sizes extending beyond 
151–200 μm. The median pore size diameters, as measured by Image J, 
were as follows: 32.1 μm (SF100), 83.2 μm (SF95CG5), 77.9 μm 
(SF91CG9), and 79.3 μm (SF87CG13). Hence, the addition of CG 
resulted in an increase in the average pore size of the scaffold, aligning 
with the required pore sizes for mammalian skin cells. 

The scaffold used for cellular applications must possess sufficient 
structural integrity to withstand the repetitive mechanical forces expe-
rienced within the body [66]. As a robust and implantable scaffold, it 
needs to exhibit adequate strength, stiffness (commonly referred to as 
Young’s modulus), and toughness to prevent cracking until the seeded 
cells successfully replace the defects [67]. Additionally, each tissue type 
has its own specific Young’s modulus requirements that an artificial 
scaffold should meet to ensure appropriate cell function, morphology, 
attachment, proliferation, and differentiation [67–74]. 

To assess the mechanical properties (strength, Young’s modulus, and 
toughness), a tensile test was conducted and the stress-strain plot was 
derived (Fig. 2E) [75]. The tensile strength and strain were determined 
from the fracture point, while the Young’s modulus was obtained from 
the initial linear slope of the stress-strain plot. The area under the curve 
before rupture represents the toughness of the material, indicating the 
amount of energy required for rupture [76]. 

According to Fig. 2F, and Table 1, the addition of CG to the 3D ink 
improved the tensile strength of the constructs. Specifically, SF91CG9 
demonstrated a tensile strength increase of up to 160% (64.03 ± 6.25 
kPa), SF95CG5 exhibited an increase of 137 % (54.67 ± 5.25 kPa), and 
SF87CG13 showed an increase of 130 % (51.82 ± 3.94 kPa) compared to 
pure silk (SF100, 40.01 ± 1.44 kPa). This enhancement can be attrib-
uted to the presence of CG in the hydrogel, which independently gen-
erates a cationic-induced double helix 3D network in addition to the 
covalently crosslinked network with SF [77]. No new adsorption peak 
appeared in the FTIR spectra of SF/CG blended structures besides the 
characteristic peaks corresponding to CG100 and SF, demonstrating no 
new chemical crosslinking formed between SF and CF (Fig. S2) [78]. The 
dual-crosslinking effect is maximized when the CG concentration is 

below 2% (w/v) in the ink. Ink formulations containing CG concentra-
tions exceeding 3% (w/v) become excessively viscous, leading to poor 
blending and hindering the formation of a well-induced dityrosine 
crosslinking within SF. SF87CG13 presented the remarkable peak in the 
region of para-disubstituted benzenes (800-860 cm− 1), whereas no clear 
peak in the spectra of the SF100 constructs, which verified the complete 
crosslinking of tyrosines (Fig. S2) [41]. The mechanical strength of 
physically and chemically dual-crosslinked (PCDC) hydrogels depends 
not only on the inherent characteristics of the composition (in this case, 
SF/CG) but also on the effective distribution of the reinforcement (CG) 
within the network [79,80]. It is hypothesized that an optimal ratio 
exists for exerting the maximum stress, allowing a segment of CG to 
become entangled within the crosslinked network of SF, resulting in 
PCDC SF/CG structure with synergistic strength [81]. There were 
negligible differences in strain (82–107 %) across the constructs, indi-
cating a positive correlation between the modulus and strength of the 
constructs with the proportion of CG. The relatively rigid SF95CG5 and 
SF91CG9 constructs exhibited increased stiffness modulus and 
decreased resilience compared to SF100 [82]. The stiffness modulus of 
the constructs defines whether the material is soft (compliant) or hard 
(rigid) based on its resistance to deformation under applied force [68]. 

The stiffness modulus of the SF/CG 3D constructs was evaluated in 
comparison to real tissues. The modulus of the SF/CG constructs ranged 
from 175.15 ± 23.24 kPa to 242.57 ± 18.95 kPa (Fig. 2G). This range is 
consistent with the modulus of human skin tissue, particularly the 
dermis layer, which has an average modulus of approximately 200 kPa 
(Fig. 2H) [74,83,84]. Similarly, HaCaT cells on the 214 kPa-modulus 
polyacrylamide (PA) hydrogel presented improved spreading ability and 
cell interconnection compared to the soft 8 kPa gels [85]. Similarly, 
HaCaT cells cultured on polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) matrices with a 
modulus of 375 kPa demonstrated increased spreading dynamics and 
proliferation compared to matrices with lower stiffness (50 kPa) [86]. 
The SF/CG constructs also exhibited comparable rigidity to other bio-
logical substrates such as skeletal muscle (~170 kPa), cornea (200 kPa), 
and the keratinocyte matrix (~340 kPa) [66,87,88]. 

3.3. Rheological and viscoelastic properties of the SF/CG bioinks 

Shear thinning, or pseudoplasticity, is a notable non-Newtonian fluid 
behavior that manifests as a decrease in viscosity with increasing shear 
rate [89–91]. The shear-thinning properties of the bioink play a crucial 
role in achieving high printing pattern fidelity and maintaining the 
viability of suspended cells in extrusion-based printing processes [92]. 
This property enables smooth ink flow without nozzle clogging and 
promotes the retention of solid-like properties after extrusion onto the 
printing bed [93–96]. During extrusion, the bioink undergoes stress 
through a small orifice, necessitating mild shear to prevent adverse ef-
fects on the viability of suspended cells [97]. Shear thinning properties 
effectively reduce shear stress, mitigating the risk of cell death caused by 
cell membrane rupture [15,98]. 

Silk fibroin solution showed Newtonian fluids in case of low viscosity 
[97]. To induce shear thinning behavior and enhance viscosity, CG is 
introduced as a partner material in the SF/CG blend. This addition, 
particularly when combined with temperature-dependent gelation 
(Figs. S3A–B), promotes the formation of tightly aggregated double helix 
structures and reduces electrostatic repulsion between sulfate groups in 
the presence of cationic ions [99,100]. Notably, CG exhibits higher 
viscosity at 25◦C compared to 40◦C under the same shear rate (Fig. S4A). 
Increasing the shear rate leads to a decrease in both viscosity and shear 
stress, indicating the shear-thinning property that enables plug-like flow 
of the bioink [97,101,102]. Furthermore, the shear stress of SF95CG5 
approaches zero at low shear rates (Fig. S4B), suggesting the presence of 
limited yield stress in the bioink [103]. The SF/CG blended bioink ex-
hibits higher yield stress values and stronger shear thinning properties 
than the CG control. These characteristics, attributed to the sol-gel 
transition and resultant shear thinning properties of CG, are expected 

Table 1 
Mechanical properties of SF/CG constructs (SF100, SF95CG5, SF91CG9 and 
SF87CG13).   

Tensile strain (mm/ 
mm) 

Tensile strength 
(kPa) 

Stiffness modulus 
(kPa) 

SF100 0.28 (±0.02) 40.01 (±1.44) 142.8 (±6.2) 
SF95CG5 0.23 (±0.01) 54.67 (±5.25) 239.57 (±18.19) 
SF91CG9 0.26 (±0.02) 64.03 (±6.25) 242.57 (±18.95) 
SF87CG13 0.3 (±0.02) 51.82 (±3.94) 175.15 (±23.24)  
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to facilitate continuous bioink extrusion while maintaining shape 
integrity, improving fidelity of 3D constructs, and ensuring cell viability 
[104]. 

Viscosity plays a critical role in printability and shape fidelity [105]. 
SF alone has low viscosity (around 0.05–0.1 Pa s), making it challenging 
to achieve high printability without additional measures such as using 
higher molecular weight SF or incorporating additives for crosslinking 
during printing [106,107]. Thus, printing SF solution without additives 
is highly challenging [106,108–110]. Fig. 3A and B demonstrate a 
positive correlation between SF/CG viscosity and the ratio of CG, indi-
cating the thickening role of CG in the bioink. The viscosity of SF/CG 
bioink, as measured by a viscometer, is approximately 3 × 105 mPa s, 
which falls within the suitable range for extrusion-based printing (be-
tween 30 and 6 × 107 mPa s) [48]. 

Rheological studies were performed to determine the behavior of the 
bioink as either a solid-like gel or a viscoelastic liquid [97]. The results 
of oscillatory strain sweep exhibited the viscoelastic behavior of all 
SF/CG inks (SF95CG5, SF91CG9, and SF87CG13), as confirmed by a 
linear viscoelastic region (LVER) of constant moduli with G’ >G” 
(gel-like behavior) at low and medium strains, followed by transition to 
G” >G’ at high strains (Fig. 3C) [111]. An oscillatory amplitude sweep at 
1% strain, identified within the LVER, was conducted [112]. As shown 
in Fig. 3D, SF95CG5 exhibited both gel-like behavior and viscoelastic 
liquid behavior, depending on the frequency. At higher frequencies 
(>60 rad/s), the gel structure of SF95CG5 deformed, leading to a 
decrease in the storage modulus (G′). However, the crossover point was 
shifted to the right in SF91CG9 and SF87CG13 compared to SF95CG5. 
SF91CG9 and SF87CG13 demonstrated gel-like behavior, where the 

storage modulus (G′) dominated over the loss modulus (G″). Both G′ and 
G″ of the bioinks (SF91CG9, SF87CG13) increased with increasing fre-
quency, indicating frequency dependency [97]. Overall, SF91CG9 and 
SF87CG13 acted as elastic gels. Elastic gel-like bioinks exhibited better 
shape fidelity in printed constructs but relatively lower cell viability 
compared to viscoelastic liquids [113]. To achieve 3D printing with high 
shape fidelity using extrusion-based techniques, the ink material should 
be extruded with high resolution and stop exiting the orifice immedi-
ately, which is not achievable with viscoelastic solutions [97]. 

3.4. 3D printed SF/CG constructs 

To establish optimized printing parameters for high printing reso-
lution and reproducibility, the printability was confirmed by varying 
diverse printing conditions, such as the ink composition (SF95CG5, 
SF91CG9, and SF87CG13), nozzle diameters (0.2 mm, 0.25 mm and 
0.33 mm), and printing speeds (1 mm/s, 3 mm/s, 5 mm/s and 7 mm/s). 
The printed strand width was mechanically controllable by increasing 
printing speed with smaller nozzle diameter. By modifying formulation 
of bioinks, higher viscosity allow the precise strand to be printed and 
lower spreading ratio measured by dividing printed strand width by the 
nozzle inner diameter [27]. To set the optimal temperature of extruder, 
nozzle size and printing speed to print with high precision, optimal 
conditions were different according to each ink formulation verified 
with minimum spreading ratio (Fig. 4A–C, Fig. S5A, and Table S1). In 
addition, irradiation time was controlled varied by printing speed, 
allowing 2 s per line for extruding 5 mm to prevent pre-gelation owing to 
insufficient crosslinking time or shrinking and nozzle clogging issues 

Fig. 3. Evaluation of the viscoelastic properties of the SF/CG bioink. (A) Viscosity as a function of shear rate for iota carrageenan solutions (1%, 2% and 3% (w/v)) 
and (B) bioink (SF95CG5, SF91CG9 and SF87CG13). Oscillatory rheological measurement performed under (C) strain sweep and (D) frequency sweep. All error bars 
represent the standard deviations (n =3) with statistical significance (**p <0.01, and ***p <0.005). 
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from over gelation (Fig. S5B). Lower spreading ratio value close to 1 
allow fabricate cell-laden scaffolds with higher precision [27]. Accord-
ing to previous studies, mostly natural polymer-based bioinks with using 
extrusion-based printer presented spreading ratio over 5 or 10, and few 
of them had range from 2 to 3 [27,114,115]. Overall, the spreading ratio 
from all of SF/CG bioinks with optimal conditions was around 1 (from 
1.9 ± 0.1 to 1.1) due to the irradiation of light to induce rapid dityrosine 
photo-crosslinking during printing. SF95CG5 showed higher spreading 
ratio than SF91CG9 and SF87CG13 in all various parameters of printing 
speed and nozzle size, regarded as relatively low printing resolution. 
SF87CG13 needed excessive shear forces to be extruded when using 
lower size of nozzle owing to its high viscosity, leading to nozzle clog-
ging during printing. In this study, SF91CG9 was selected for further 
printing equipped with 25 G nozzle and printing speed of 5 mm/s. 

The fusion of bioink at the cross sites within the lattice structure 
leads to its collapse, preventing the fabrication of mechanically strong 
3D constructs. However, when two subsequent layers are printed using 
properly gelled bioink, interconnected channels are formed, resulting in 
a distinct layer with a close-to-square pore shape featuring angular 
edges instead of chamfers [116]. The squareness of the pores within the 
grid structures determines the printability value (Pr) [117]. A Pr value of 
1 indicates a perfect square shape achieved by appropriately gelled inks 
that are stacked to form 3D structures with smooth filaments [118]. 
Conversely, poorly conditioned inks, characterized by irregularly sha-
ped filaments (over-gelation) or a liquid-like consistency (under--
gelation), yield Pr values greater than 1 or less than 1, respectively [118, 
119]. Consequently, 3D printed grid structures exhibiting Pr values 
ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 demonstrate durable filament morphology and 
structural stability [116,119]. Fig. 4D illustrates the Pr values of 
SF91CG9 bioink with varying infill percentages, showing that SF91CG9 
can successfully print interconnected channels up to 20% infill without 
fiber coalescence [91]. 

To achieve the fabrication of geometrically complex organs, patient- 
specific constructs, or implants, it is crucial for 3D printed objects to 
closely resemble the original medical images or computer-designed 
models [117]. The evaluation of post-fabrication shape fidelity can be 
partially quantified by comparing the volume of the original objects 
with that of the printed objects (Fig. 4E). In this study, three variable 
cylinder structures representing different thicknesses of skin tissue 
matrices (1.5 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm, corresponding to epidermal matrix, 
epidermal-dermal matrix, and the entire thickness of the skin model 
matrix, respectively [120]) were used to assess the geometrical features 
(Fig. 4F). The cross-sectional areas of the printed objects were measured 
from top and side views at various angles and converted into volumetric 
dimensions [29]. When the printed structures closely matched the ideal 
objects, the shape fidelity index approached 1. As depicted in Fig. 4E, the 
shape fidelity values for the variable constructs were all close to 1, 
indicating high geometric accuracy compared to the original design 
images. 

Printing human organ constructs poses challenges due to their 
complex and irregular geometries [121]. In this study, replicating the 
intricate geometries of organs by creating miniature versions of an ear 
auricle with a curved surface, a nose with nostrils, and an open hand 
with five fingers, which are typically difficult to print using 
extrusion-based printing techniques, were conducted. Fig. 4G demon-
strates the successful construction of these structures through a 

layer-by-layer extrusion process, closely resembling the CAD images. 
Notably, the miniature replica of the ear displayed remarkable resilience 
and elasticity, enduring pressure from fingers and returning to its orig-
inal shape without any deformations (Fig. 4H). After the printing pro-
cess, the printed structures were incubated at 37◦C, showcasing their 
structural stability by maintaining their pre-incubation dimensions. In 
contrast, constructs printed using Vaseline and sole CG ink collapsed 
under the same conditions (Fig. 4I). The excellent reproducibility of 
SF/CG bioink was evident from the deviations, which did not exceed 
0.02 across all tested samples, as indicated in Table 2. The 3D printing 
system achieved significant advancements, enabling the printing of 
stable and layered structures with heights ranging from 12 to 15 mm 
(equivalent to 40–50 layers), exemplified by the successful printing of 
the ear and nose. These achievements demonstrate the challenges 
overcome by our extrusion-based printing technology using natural 
polymer-based inks [13,34,122]. 

3.5. Biocompatibility of the SF/CG scaffolds 

The ideal scaffolds used in tissue engineering should facilitate cell 
adhesion and proliferation, which are critical for regulating the func-
tionality of implanted cells [123]. As shown in Fig. 2, pore sizes and 
stiffness modulus have an impact on cell-cell interaction and the 
migration of cells across scaffolds [124]. Here, human keratinocyte 
HaCaT and myoblast C2C12 cells were selected as suitable cell lines for 
cultivation on SF/CG scaffolds, aiming to promote skin and muscle tis-
sue regeneration [66]. To assess the cytocompatibility of SF/CG scaf-
folds with varying CG ratios, a CCK-8 assay was conducted over a span of 
3 days, measuring the mean OD 450 value as an indicator of initial cell 
attachment and growth on the scaffolds. Cell numbers increased in all 
groups, suggesting that both the SF/CG scaffolds and the native SF 
provided a favorable microenvironment for cell growth [125]. SF has 

Fig. 4. Printability of SF91CG9 using an extrusion-based 3D printer. (A) The spreading ratio varied by nozzle size (0.2 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.33 mm) and printing 
speeds (1 mm/s, 3 mm/s, 5 mm/s and 7 mm/s) in SF95CG5, (B) SF91CG9, and (C) SF87CG13. (Red dashed line: an ideal spreading ratio, *NA denotes configurations 
that could not create adequate prints). (D) Quantified Pr value of printed constructs for SF91CG9 with different infill percentages (Red box represented acceptable 
printability region [116]). (E) Semi-quantified shape fidelity value with printed cylinder structures. (F) 3D Printed constructs based on commercial 12-transwell and 
24-transwell diameters with variable heights. (G) CAD images depicting the ear, nose, and hand and printed images at various angles. (H) Compression-release test by 
hand with 3D ear construct. (I) Comparison of structural stability of printed constructs for Vaseline, 2% CG, and SF91CG9 under different temperature condition 
(printing temperature 22◦C and 37◦C). Scale bars indicate 5 mm. All error bars represent the standard deviations (n =3) with statistical significance (*p <0.05, **p 
<0.01, ***p <0.005, and ns: not significant). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 

Table 2 
Parameters of optimization for 3D printing as bioink (SF95CG5, SF91CG9 and 
SF87CG13). (*NA denotes configurations that could not create adequate prints).  

SF/CG ink Nozzle size 
(mm) 

Printed strand width (mm) 

Printing speed (mm/s) 

1 mm/s 3 mm/s 5 mm/s 7 mm/s 

SF95CG5 0.33 NA* 0.78 
(±0.01) 

0.69 
(±0.01) 

0.68 
(±0.01) 

0.25 0.74 
(±0.01) 

0.62 
(±0.01) 

0.59 
(±0.02) 

0.48 
(±0.01) 

0.2 0.63 
(±0.02) 

0.59 
(±0.02) 

0.54 
(±0.01) 

0.47 
(±0.02) 

SF91CG9 0.33 0.81 
(±0.01) 

0.65 
(±0.02) 

0.61 
(±0.01) 

0.59 
(±0.01) 

0.25 0.51 
(±0.02) 

0.50 
(±0.01) 

0.42 
(±0.01) 

0.35 
(±0.01) 

0.2 0.46 
(±0.01) 

0.45 
(±0.01) 

0.33 
(±0.01) 

0.32 
(±0.01) 

SF87CG13 0.33 0.61 
(±0.02) 

0.60 
(±0.02) 

0.45 
(±0.02) 

0.38 
(±0.01) 

0.25 0.51 
(±0.01) 

0.44 
(±0.01) 

0.36 
(±0.01) 

0.32 

0.2 0.45 
(±0.01) 

0.36 
(±0.01) 

0.3 
(±0.01) 

NA*  
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been widely recognized as an excellent biocompatible material and 
extensively studied for various biomedical applications over the years 
[126,127]. 

Fig. 5A showed addition of CG enhanced the initial attachment of 
C2C12 cells compared to sole SF. After two days of incubation, the 
proliferative rate of HaCaT cells in the SF/CG experimental groups 
(SF95CG5, SF91CG9, and SF87CG13) began to surpass that of the SF 
alone. By day 3, the proliferation in SF91CG9 and SF95CG5 was 
significantly higher than the other groups. Regarding HaCaT cells, there 

were no significant differences in adhesion among all the groups on the 
first day (Fig. 5B). However, SF95CG5 exhibited remarkable perfor-
mance, with adhesion levels 2.3-times higher than the other groups by 
day 3, followed by SF91CG9 with a 1.3-fold increase. These results 
indicate that dual-crosslinked SF/CG scaffolds with an optimal CG ratio 
have the advantage of enhancing cell adhesion and proliferation of 
myoblasts and keratinocytes, attributable to the micro-porosity, hy-
drophilicity, and stiffness modulus of the scaffolds [128]. 

To ensure the homogeneous printing of encapsulated cells and ink 

Fig. 5. Cytocompatibility of SG/CG. CCK-8 results of (A) C2C12 cells and (B) HaCaT. (C) Live/dead staining of myoblast-laden SF91CG9 lattice constructs cultured 
for three days after printing (Locations of Fig. 5C4-6 are marked with red, green, and blue dashed boxes, respectively in Fig. 5C1) (D) Live/dead staining of the 3D 
bioprinted C2C12 and HaCaT cell-laden scaffolds on day 3 (SF100 and SF91CG9). Scale bars indicate 5 mm in (C.1) and 100 μm in (C.2-6) and (D). All error bars 
represent the standard deviations (n =3) with statistical significance (*p <0.05, **p <0.01, and ***p <0.005). (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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materials, it is crucial to extrude the ink from the nozzles with minimal 
applied shear force [129]. During the printing process, the dispensing 
pressure from the piston can potentially harm the loaded cells, 
compromising their viability in the printed products [130,131]. To 
evaluate the impact of the bioprinting process on the cell viability of 
cell-laden structures, viability was assessed using representative merged 
fluorescent images of live/dead staining to visualize the spatial gradient 
of the printed structures. Live cells were stained in green, while dead 
cells were stained in red. Considering both printability and biocompat-
ibility, SF91CG9 was selected as the optimal bioink among the SF/CG 
formulations and was used for the experimental group. 

As shown in Fig. 5C, the printing process resulted in minimal cell 
death, and cells were uniformly distributed along the streak line of the 
ink matrix without any clumping. Furthermore, the appearance of cells 
was distinguishable in each layer, as evidenced by the z-axis stack of 
images in bilayer structures, indicating the ability to deliver cells to the 
intended positions. Three days after printing and incubation under 
normal culture conditions, cell viability within the printed structures 
(SF100 and SF91CG9) was analyzed to assess whether the presence of 
CG in the scaffolds affected cell-ink material interactions (Fig. S6) [132]. 
As depicted in Fig. 5D, the predominant green fluorescence, represent-
ing a high population of live C2C12 and HaCaT cells, indicated that 
there were minimal dead cells in both SF100 and SF91CG9. The cell 
viability within the printed structures of SF91CG9 on day 3 was calcu-
lated and showed the enhancement in both C2C12 and HaCaT with 97.8 
± 0.5% and 95.6 ± 1.4% respectively, compared to that of SF100, 91.5 
± 1.7 % and 88.5 ± 1.1 % (Fig. S7). Especially, the maximum cell 
viability of SF91CG9 loaded with C2C12 were 98.3%, which was higher 
than that of conventional bioinks using extrusion-based bioprinting 
[133,134]. From these results, the addition of CG to bioinks do not any 
harmful effect on the encapsulated cells, but rather ensure favorable cell 
viability and minimal cytotoxicity [78,135,136]. Therefore, SF91CG9 is 
a desirable candidate for extrusion-based printing, as it exhibits superior 
printability [115]. Moreover, scaffolds incorporating CG are expected to 
positively influence specific cell attachment and provide an appropriate 
growth environment for keratinocytes and myoblasts, making them 
suitable for applications in corneal, skin, and muscle tissue engineering 
[137–139]. 

Aging and disease can alter tissue stiffness, which in turn affects 
cellular function and phenotypic variation [67,140,141]. In order to 
develop personalized medicine without limitations imposed by aging 
and disease, it is essential to have the ability to adjust the mechanical 
and physical properties of 3D constructs. Moreover, the incorporation of 
scaffolds with varying stiffness levels enables the simultaneous 
containment of multiple cells, facilitating aggregate formation and dif-
ferentiation in specific directions. This feature can be applied in 3D cell 
culture technologies for high-throughput drug discovery and disease 
modeling [142,143]. 

3.6. Biodegradability of the SF/CG scaffolds 

Degradability of the printed constructs are essential requirement for 
the success of scaffold in tissue engineering [27]. It is important for the 
constructs to degrade within the implanted site at a rate equivalent to 
cell growth, allowing for tissue formation and avoiding the need for a 
second surgical intervention for removal. The constructs should also 
provide continuous support during the gradual regeneration process 
[122,144]. If natural materials degrade rapidly in the physiological 
environment, they may lose mechanical strength, leading to collapse 
and failure to serve their intended purpose [145]. In the case of skin and 
skeletal muscle tissue regeneration, slowly degrading scaffolds that 
maintain their integrity for 4–8 weeks are required to allow sufficient 
time for the repair process of the implanted construct [144–146]. 

Cells encapsulated within scaffolds produce and secrete various 
proteolytic enzymes, which can contribute to scaffold degradation 
[147]. Therefore, degradation tests should be conducted by monitoring 

the weight loss of the constructs during 28 days of incubation at 37◦C 
under two parallel conditions: hydrolytic and enzymatic [148]. Protease 
XIV was chosen for the enzymatic treatment, as it has the ability to 
randomly cleave silk fibroin at multiple locations, supported by previous 
evidence [149,150]. From Fig. 6A, the SF/CG constructs exhibited 
minimal degradation (7–8% weight loss) over 28 days in the hydrolytic 
condition, while SF100 experienced a reduction in mass of approxi-
mately 20%. During degradation by the protease, SF100 showed the 
highest reduction in mass, reaching a maximum of 37%, while SF95CG5 
and SF91CG9 exhibited reductions of approximately 28% and 17% in 
mass, respectively (Fig. 6B). However, SF87CG13 displayed no signifi-
cant difference in degradation rate between the hydrolytic and enzy-
matic conditions, as it lacked effective sites for protease cleavage [145]. 
In addition, the weight increment of SF87CG13 was observed on day 3 in 
presence of protease XIV. This phenomenon might have been due to the 
formation of pores and changes in crosslinked structure, originated from 
the part of the degraded SF, followed by the formed pores inside the 
network were filled with the water-molecule [151]. 

Surface contraction modifies seeded cell behavior [152]. To evaluate 
the surface area contraction of SF/CG scaffolds during the culture 
period, the constructs were incubated under enzymatic conditions for 28 
days. As shown in Fig. 6C and D, the incorporation of CG in the scaffolds 
prevented surface area contraction compared to SF100, which experi-
enced a contraction of 77 ± 3% of the initial surface area. Previous 
studies have demonstrated that the epidermal portion of common skin 
models is susceptible to contraction caused by fibroblasts, resulting in 
80% contraction within 15 days, which poses a challenge in terms of 
reproducibility [152,153]. However, SF91CG9 and SF87CG13 exhibited 
no contraction over 15 days, maintaining their surface areas at 100%. 
Based on these results, along with the capability to print within trans-
well diameters (as shown in Fig. 4F), SF/CG blended bioink could be 
expoloited for the fabrication of a non-shrinkable scaffold. 

Thus, incorporation of CG in scaffolds not only supports cell viability 
without disrupting the constructs but also prevents surface contraction 
during the culture period. To exert its advantage, CG should remain in 
the SF/CG blended scaffolds for the intended duration and conditions. 
To assess the release of CG, the incubated eluates from two parallel 
groups (37◦C, normal in vitro temperature, and 60◦C, the melting tem-
perature of iota CG) were collected to determine the total CG content 
using the phenol-sulfuric acid method [154,155]. The released CG from 
each sample was quantitatively measured using a standard curve with 
glucose as a reference [156]. No carbohydrates were detected in the 
SF100 sample, confirming that this method is suitable for the quanti-
tative analysis of CG only (data not shown). From the constructs with a 
higher CG ratio, a greater amount of carrageenan was released at 60◦C, 
approximately 40% of the initial amounts in SF87CG13 (Fig. 6E). 
However, no CG release was observed when the samples were incubated 
at 37◦C for all SF/CG blended groups over the 4-week duration (Fig. 6F). 
Overall, the long-term retention of CG in complementary network 
SF/CG scaffolds facilitates the modulation of bioprinted cell behavior 
and tissue formation, providing the desired period of use for potential 
applications in 3D tissue regeneration of skin and muscle (4–8 weeks) 
[144,146]. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, temperature and light-induced printable blends of SF 
and CG were developed for desirable bioink for extrusion-based print-
ing. The inclusion of CG enhanced the thermo-responsive gelling ability, 
resulting in improved viscoelastic properties. Additionally, the visible 
light-activated dityrosine crosslinking of SF enabled immediate curing 
of the matrix layer when the ink was extruded from the nozzle orifice. 
This novel combination of SF and CG provided high printability with 
excellent shape fidelity and structural stability under physiological 
conditions, surpassing the capabilities of sole SF or CG bioinks. Self- 
standing 3D constructs with various scale, including ear auricle, nose 
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with nostril, hand with five fingers open and cylinder applied in trans-
well, could be successfully manufactured without the assist of sacrificial 
bath. 

The SF/CG bioink allowed for homogeneous distribution of live cells 
during extrusion, without compromising cell viability. Furthermore, the 
3D bioprinted constructs facilitated cellular adhesion and proliferation 
of HaCaT and C2C12 cells. This effect can be attributed to the adjustable 

micropore sizes, favorable surface wettability, hydrated microenviron-
ments, and structural integrity of the SF/CG scaffolds, which prevented 
excessive contraction during 21 days of culture. 

In summary, the dual-crosslinking strategy employed in SF/CG bio-
ink successfully reconciles the conflicting requirements of superior 
printability with appropriate rheological properties and functional 
performance with a desirable microenvironment. Moreover, this 

Fig. 6. Biodegradability of SF/CG scaffolds. In vitro degradation rate of SF/CG scaffolds in (A) PBS and (B) protease XIV. (* Weight of samples were recorded lower 
than expected owing to dry issues of immersing solution, leading to dehydration of gel.) (C) Surface area contraction ratio of SF/CG scaffolds incubated in protease 
XIV and (D) their representative pictures of SF/CG scaffolds obtained by every week. Quantitative analysis of CG from eluate incubated in (E) 60◦C and (F) 37◦C. 
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approach overcomes the limited mechanical durability of existing ink 
materials composed solely of naturally derived biomaterials. The supe-
rior shape fidelity and reproducibility, along with minimal volumetric 
shrinkage observed in SF/CG bioink, open up possibilities for CAD- 
assisted patient-specific therapeutic alternatives and the development 
of in vitro models for skin, cornea, bladder, and skeletal substitutes. 
Collectively, the proposed SF/CG bioink demonstrates enormous po-
tential for manufacturing complex bioprinted 3D constructs in a wide 
range of tissue engineering applications, including personalized ther-
apy, regenerative medicine, preclinical trials for specific tissues, and soft 
robotics. 
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